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Abstract. We ask the question how the (weak) equivalence principle established
in classical gravitational physics should be reformulated and interpreted for massive
quantum objects that may also have internal degrees of freedom (dof). This inquiry
is necessary because even elementary concepts like a classical trajectory are not well
defined in quantum physics – trajectories originating from quantum histories become
viable entities only under stringent decoherence conditions. From this investigation we
posit two logically and operationally distinct statements of the equivalence principle
for quantum systems: Version A: The probability distribution of position for a free-
falling particle is the same as the probability distribution of a free particle, modulo
a mass-independent shift of its mean. Version B: Any two particles with the same
velocity wave-function behave identically in free fall, irrespective of their masses.
Both statements apply to all quantum states, including those without a classical
correspondence, and also for composite particles with quantum internal dof.
We also investigate the consequences of the interaction between internal and
external dof induced by free fall. For a class of initial states, we find dephasing occurs
for the translational dof, namely, the suppression of the off-diagonal terms of the
density matrix, in the position basis. We also find a gravitational phase shift in the
reduced density matrix of the internal dof that does not depend on the particle’s mass.
For classical states, the phase shift has a natural classical interpretation in terms of
gravitational red-shift and special relativistic time-dilation.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Main issues
Equivalence principle for quantum systems has been a subject of interest amongst
theoretical physicists for a long time, for at least two reasons. First, the equivalence
principle (EP) formulated within classical physics plays an important role in the
foundation of gravitation. Second, new features introduced by quantum physics
could both challenge and enrich the physical contents of the EP. Though often used
interchangeably there are subtle differences between the terminology ‘EP for quantum
systems’ (EPQS) and quantum equivalence principle’ (QEP): the former assumes the
validity of EP for quantum systems, but seeks to explore the new features associated
with quantum physics, while QEP may imply a set of new laws applied to quantum
systems which are not contained in the classical EPs, or may even be in variance to
them. We operate here with the former assumption.
There is one important difference between the classical and quantum contexts of
the EP. EP in classical physics is expressed in terms of spacetime trajectories. The
latter are well defined in classical physics, but not in quantum theory. Trajectories
are decohered quantum histories, and thus an emergent concept conditional upon the
degree of decoherence. Quantum theory is formulated in terms of state preparation,
measurements and probabilities, concepts that are foreign to the classical mind.
The research goal of the EPQS is to explain how the EP can be expressed in terms of
such quantum concepts. Of interest to us in this paper is to describe quantum particles
(both elementary and composite) that undergo free-fall in a homogeneous gravitational
field and to identify observable consequences. The version of the EP that focuses on test
particle motion in a fixed gravitational field—in particular the equivalence of inertial and
gravitational mass—is usually referred to as the Weak Equivalence Principle (WEP).
To avoid extraneous issues arising from more complicated situations we keep our
analysis as elementary as possible, which helps to demonstrate that our conclusions are
model independent. Our calculations involve only non-relativistic quantum mechanics in
the weak gravity regime and measurements carried out in the laboratory reference frame.
However, the context of our calculations is relativistic quantum field theory (QFT). This
apparent extra burden is repaid amply by conceptual clarity (especially in the treatment
of composite particles) which is very important in dealing with foundational issues like
the present one. We presuppose mass-energy equivalence, and we describe the internal
degrees of freedom using the language of QFT rather than non-relativistic concepts like
the center of mass.
1.2. Past work
Prior work on the relation of the EP to quantum theory covers a broad range: from
effects caused by the quantization of gravitational degrees of freedom to the role of
quantum internal degrees of freedom in free fall.
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Davies and Fang [1] treated linearized gravitational perturbations as a massless,
spin-two, gauge field coupled to itself and to matter. They argued that a consistent
theory of this type is impossible unless the gravitational coupling is universal—thus,
suggesting the validity of the EP in the quantum domain.
Candelas and Sciama [2] were interested in the reason why the radiative decay of
an atom can be viewed equivalently as a result of the vacuum fluctuations of the EM
field or as a result of radiative reactive self force of the electron. Note that the former
mechanism is quantum and the latter is classical. They attributed this equivalence to
the working of a quantum equivalence principle.
Alvarez and Mann [3] considered possible tests of the EP for physical systems in
which quantum-mechanical vacuum energies cannot be neglected. Dalvit and Mazzitelli
[4] calculated graviton-induced corrections to the trajectory of a classical test particle.
They showed that the trajectory is no longer a geodesic of the background metric, but
a geodesic of the geometry obtained as a solution of the semiclassical Einstein equation
that includes backreaction. Singleton and Wilburn [5] considered QFT processes like
particle creation, in order to compare the response of an uniformly accelerating detector
(Unruh effect, kinematical) to a detector at rest in a Schwarzschild space-time (Hawking
effect, gravitational).
As for experimental tests of the EP principle with quantum objects, there is the
famous Colella-Overhauser-Werner experiment [6], where the information about free-
falling trajectories is encoded in the phase of the wave function and it is retrieved in
appropriate interferometric set-ups. There is growing interest in probes of the EP with
quantum metrology techniques—for example, Refs. [7, 8, 9]— because such techniques
may allow probing at regimes inaccessible by classical methods.
Closer to the present research is the work of Onofrio and Viola [10]. They considered
the meaning of the EP in the free fall of quantum particles—in the non-relativistic
weak-gravity limit. They found that the quantum mean values are compatible with
the classical EP. However, the quantum uncertainties carry a mass-dependence that is
incompatible with a naive transposition of the classical EP into the quantum domain.
In the same regime, Davies [11] considered tunneling near the classical turning point of
a particle in free fall, and showed that tunneling delay could lead to a violation of the
classical EP.
The results above appear consistent with the earlier work of Greenberger [12], who
studied a particle bound in an external gravitational potential, and found that radii
and frequencies depend on the mass of the bound particle, that inertial forces do not
look like gravitational forces; and that there are mass-dependent interference effects.
He concluded that the classical statements one can make using the EP have no direct
quantum analog.
Finally, we note the work of Zych and Bruckner [13, 14] who emphasized the
importance of the internal degrees of freedom of composite particles when formulating
quantum versions of the EP. The EP places constraints on the properties of the
Hamiltonian that describes the internal degrees of freedom. They argue that this implies
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that the EP for quantum systems has aspects that are independent of the classical EP.
Orlando et al [15] proposed an experimental test of the EP for composite systems, in
which violations of the EP would take the form of forbidden transitions of the internal
degrees of freedom.
It is evident from the short summary above that there is no consensus, not only
on whether the EP applies to quantum systems, but also on what form it should take.
Most of the works admit that the classical statements of the EP cannot be immediately
transposed to the quantum context.
In our opinion, this is a consequence of the fundamentally different ontologies
that characterize classical and quantum physics. As mentioned previously, we believe
that an EP for quantum systems (if one exists) should be formulated solely in terms
of quantum concepts (states, measurements and probabilities) with no reference to
classical constructs such as spacetime trajectories. Under specific conditions where
classical physics emerges from quantum physics (such as the existence of quasi-classical
domains in sufficiently decohered histories [16]) any newly formulated quantum EP
should reproduce the familiar EP stated in terms of classical physics.
1.3. Our results
In our present investigation we assume the validity of the classical EP but explore the
contents of it when applied to quantum systems. To this end, we follow a minimalist
approach, analyzing a system with transparent enough physics that requires no complex
modeling. We consider a non-relativistic free-falling quantum particle in a homogeneous
weak gravitational field, taking also into account the internal degrees of freedom. We
look for general statements of the EPQS, subject to the following conditions.
(i) It should explain the mass-dependence in the temporal uncertainties found in [10].
(ii) It should apply to all initial states and not only to ones with a classical analogue.
(iii) It should apply also to composite particles taking into account any effects arising
from the internal degrees of freedom.
We found two distinct statements of the EPQS that satisfy the above conditions.
Both statements involve the comparison between the outcomes of different experiments.
For the simple system considered here they are mathematically equivalent. However,
they are logically and operationally distinct. They can be tested in different
experimental set-ups and they suggest different generalizations.
The two statements of the EPQS presented here do not exhaust all possibilities.
There is no one-to-one correspondence between classical and quantum concepts, so we
should not expect to identify a unique formulation of the EP, at least not in such simple
systems. The present forms of the EPQS probably do not apply to more complex set-
ups, involving for example, relativistic effects, strong gravity or conjectured non-unitary
dynamics of gravitational origin. Nonetheless, they provide a stepping stone towards
such generalizations. More importantly, they suggest ways of testing the EP in presence
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of distinctly quantum features that are absent in classical physics, i.e., non-classical
particle states (cat-states) or entanglement between translational and internal degrees
of freedom.
Both statements of the EPQS refer exclusively to measurements carried out by
static observers in the gravitational field. Our statements of the EP cannot be directly
applied to statements of the EP pertaining to a comparison of measurements carried
out by static and free-falling observers. In the non-relativistic setting considered here,
the comparison of measurement outcomes for different observers is straightforward.
However, a relativistic generalization would introduce an additional level of complexity,
because we would have to take into account the effects of the detector’s motion. For
example, an accelerated detector may record particles due to the Unruh effect, in which
case exchange of quanta between the detector and the field need be included. Even
a detector in inertial motion will raise non-trivial issues of transforming outcomes of
relativistic position measurement between different inertial frames.
In this article, we also look for observable consequences of internal degrees of
freedom in free-falling composite particles. Assuming only mass-energy equivalence, free
fall induces a coupling between the internal and the translational degrees of freedom.
For a particularly chosen class of initial states, the internal degrees of freedom can lead
to a suppression of the off-diagonal terms of the reduced density matrix in the position
basis, as it was shown by Pikovsky et al [17, 18], modulo possible differences in the
interpretation of its meaning. This dephasing is universal in the sense that it applies
to all particles and the dephasing time is largely mass-independent, depending only on
the properties of the internal degrees of freedom.
Another consequence of the coupling between internal and translational degrees of
freedom is a gravitational phase shift in the density matrix of the internal degrees of
freedom. While this phase shift is a purely quantum effect, for some initial states it has a
natural classical interpretation in terms of gravitational red-shift and special relativistic
time-dilation. Similar effects of entanglement between translational and internal degrees
of freedom (dof) show up in the motional decoherence of an atom [19] and in moving
mirrors with internal dof [20, 21]. The difference is that the phase shift derived here is
universal, like the dephasing, i.e., it applies to all particles and it is independent of the
particle’s mass.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, we consider a single free-falling
elementary particle, where by ‘elementary’ we mean that the particle has no internal
structures or their effects can be ignored. We derive two forms of the EPQS and
elaborate on their implications. In Secs. 3, we study a free-falling composite particle,
i.e., a particle with internal degrees of freedom, such as an atom. We show that the
EPQS identified in Sec. 2 also apply to composite systems and we recover the dephasing
effect of Ref. [17]. In Sec. 4, we derive the phase shift in the internal degrees of freedom
due to free fall. In Sec. 5, we summarize and discuss our results.
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2. A free-falling particle
2.1. Evolution equations
Consider a massive particle in free fall in a weak homogenous gravitational field. In this
section, we assume that the particle is elementary in the sense that it has no internal
degrees of freedom. The leading-order terms of the Hamiltonian in the non-relativistic
limit are
Hˆg = m1ˆ +
pˆ2
2m
+mgxˆ, (1)
where g is the gravitational acceleration. We keep the constant contribution of the rest
mass m in the Hamiltonian, because it will be important in the next section where we
will consider particles with internal structure.
In the Appendix, it is shown how Eq. (1) is obtained as the weak-gravity, non-
relativistic limit of a free QFT in a static curved spacetime. The EP is already invoked
in the standard coupling of a quantum field to the background spacetime metric. In
Eq. (1) it is assumed that the inertial mass in the kinetic energy term is equal to
the gravitational mass in the potential energy term. Inequality between inertial and
gravitational mass is possible for QFTs with a gravitational coupling different from that
postulated by General Relativity—see an example in the Appendix.
In what follows, we assume the weak equivalence principle holds, namely that the
inertial mass mi equals the gravitational mass mg. (To examine the possibility that
mi 6= mg one simply substitutes mi for m and mgg/mi for g in the expressions that
follow.)
The Hamiltonian (1) has continuous spectrum over the whole real axis and
generalized eigenstates |E〉,
Hˆg|E〉 = (m+ E)|E〉. (2)
We readily evaluate |E〉 in the momentum representation,
〈p|E〉 = 1√
2πmg
e−
i
mg
(Ep− p3
6m
). (3)
The generalized eigenstates (3) are normalized so that 〈E|E ′〉 = δ(E − E ′).
We define the propagator
G
(g)
t (x, x
′) := 〈x|e−iHˆgt|x′〉 =
∫
dEe−i(m+E)t〈x|E〉〈E|x′〉. (4)
Using (3) we find
G
(g)
t (x, x
′) = e−imgtx−
img2t3
6 G
(0)
t (x+
1
2
gt2, x′), (5)
where
G
(0)
t (x, x
′) =
√
m
2πit
ei
m(x−x′)2
2t e−imt (6)
is the propagator of a free particle.
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Let ψ0(x) be the initial state of the system, and ψ
(g)
t (x) the state at time t evolved
with the Hamiltonian Hˆg. Eq. (5) implies that
ψ
(g)
t (x) = e
−imgtx− img2t3
6 ψ
(0)
t (x+
1
2
gt2). (7)
Eq. (7) can be written equivalently as
|ψ(g)t 〉 = ei
mg2t3
3 Vˆ (−mgt,−1
2
gt2)|ψ(0)t 〉, (8)
where Vˆ (a, b) = eiaxˆ−ibpˆ is the Weyl translation operator.
2.2. Position measurements
Eq. (7) implies that
|ψ(g)t (x)|2 = |ψ(0)t (x+
1
2
gt2)|2, (9)
i.e., that the probability distribution of position is the same as that of a free particle
with the same initial state, but with a time-dependent shift of the center. The shift
does not depend on the particle’s mass.
Eq. (9) applies to particles prepared in any initial state, and not only to particles
prepared in a state with a direct classical analogue. In particular, Eq. (9) applies also
to cat states, i.e., superpositions of macroscopically distinct configurations.
Eq. (9) describes a probability density defined in the laboratory frame for position
at a fixed moment of time. This means that the position of the free-falling particle is
determined by a detector that is static and not in free fall.
The measurement scheme above differs from the classic Galileo-type experiment. In
the latter, a particle falls from a fixed height L and the time of arrival at Earth’s surface
is recorded. Thus, the measured quantity is the time of arrival, while the location of
the particle detector is fixed. Despite the existence of ambiguities in the definition for
quantum time-of-arrival probabilities [22, 23], it is now possible to construct time-of-
arrival probability measures for general Hamiltonians [24], using a method that can be
straightforwardly applied to free-falling particles. However, the method involves more
complex techniques of quantum measurement theory. It lies beyond the scope of this
paper that aims to find simple characterizations of the EP at the level of elementary
quantum mechanics.
2.3. Saddle point approximation
Consider an initial state ψ0 well localized in position and momentum. Let x¯0 be the
mean position and v¯0 the mean velocity. In the saddle-point approximation, the integral
ψ
(0)
t (x) =
∫
dx′G(0)t (x, x
′)ψ0(x
′) (10)
becomes ψ
(0)
t (x) = ψ0(x− x¯0 − v¯0t)e−imt. If the center of the wave-packet is taken as a
representative of a classical trajectory, this expression validates the equivalence principle
enacted in classical gravitation theory.
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In the same approximation, the probability distribution
|ψ(g)t (x)|2 = |ψ0(x− v¯0t +
1
2
gt2)|2, (11)
for the position of a free-falling particle is mass-independent.
The latter conclusion also applies to a large class of non-classical states. Consider,
for example, an initial superposition state ψ0 =
1√
2
(ψ01 + ψ02), where the states ψ0i are
well localized in position and momentum. Let x¯0i be the corresponding values for the
mean position and v¯0i for the mean velocity. Then, the saddle point approximation is a
good one, and we obtain
ψ
(g)
t (x) =
1√
2
[
ψ01(x− x01 − v¯01t +
1
2
gt2)) + ψ02(x− x02 − v¯02t + 1
2
gt2)
]
. (12)
Again the probability distribution |ψ(g)t (x)|2 is mass-independent.
However, the saddle point approximation ignores the wave-function dispersion. This
is a mass-dependent process, but this mass dependence has nothing to do with motion
in the gravitational field. It is already present in the time evolved quantum state for a
free particle ψ
(0)
t (x), and it is not affected by the presence of gravity.
Consider an initial state with vanishing correlation between momentum and
position. Its position uncertainty at time t is
(∆x)2(t) = (∆x)20 +
(∆p)20t
2
m2
≥ (∆x)20 +
t2
4(∆x)20m
2
, (13)
where (∆x)0 and (∆p)0 are the initial uncertainties in position and momentum,
respectively. Note the uncertainty relation enters in the last step. Eq. (13) applies
both for a free-falling and a free particle.
For t << m(∆x)20, (∆x)
2(t) ≃ (∆x)20, and the saddle-point approximation
holds. However, for t > m(∆x)20 wave-function dispersion becomes significant
and, consequently, |ψ(g)t (x)|2 is not mass-independent. This mass-dependence of the
probabilities due to dispersion has been noticed by [10] in their study of quantum free-
falling particle.
2.4. Formulation of the equivalence principle
The analysis above implies that the equivalence principle for quantum systems does
not take the simple form, that the probability distribution for position for a free-falling
particle is mass-independent. Instead, a significantly weaker statement holds.
Equivalence principle for quantum systems, Version A: The probability dis-
tribution of position for a free-falling particle is the same as the probability distribution
of a free particle, modulo a mass-independent shift of its mean.
This statement of the equivalence has a direct operational implementation. It compares
the outcome of two experiments that are carried out with the same type of particles
and with the same state preparation. In one experiment, the particles move under the
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influence of an external homogeneous gravitational field and in the other they evolve
freely. Both experiments should measure the same position moments 〈xn〉 at the same
time t except for n = 1. In that case, the moments differ by a time-dependent term
1
2
gt2. This term should be the same for different pairs of experiments, involving different
state preparations and even different particles.
In spite of its simplicity, version A of the EP has profound implications. First, it
provides a well defined operational procedure for testing the equivalence principle in
new regimes, where it has not yet been tested. This is due to the fact that Eq. (9)
applies for any initial state, and not only ones with a classical analogue. For example,
it could apply to cat states in a Galileo experiment, where the initial state of a particle
is a superposition of two states localized at macroscopic separation ℓ. This statement of
the EP also implies that wave function dispersion is the same for a free and a free-falling
particle of the same type, which is a non-trivial prediction that is in principle testable.
Version A is compatible with the results of Ref. [25], where it was shown that two-slit
interference patterns fall like particles in a homogeneous gravitational field.
Second, this form of the EP is also valid for composite particles. It remains
unaffected by the coupling between internal and translational degrees of freedom that
is induced by free-fall. We will demonstrate this in the following section.
Third, the EP could turn out to be important in discussions of gravitational
decoherence. The idea of a fundamental decoherence mechanism of gravitational origin
has a long history [26, 27, 28] and has been actively pursued in recent years. There are
many different models for gravitational decoherence that lead to different predictions.
Most models are applied to the decoherence of non-classical states for free particles.
However, if the origin of the fundamental decoherence is gravitational, it is natural to
inquire whether it conforms to the symmetries and properties of the current theory
of gravity, including the EP. Thus, the quantum statements of the EP could provide
important theoretical constraints to models of gravitational decoherence.
Version A of the EPQS refers to measurements by a static detector in a weak
gravitational field. Both notions (static detector, weak field) can straightforwardly be
transferred to the relativistic context. In particular, for static detectors in a weak field
particle creation effects are negligible, so we can still use a particle description. Any
obstacle to a relativistic generalization of the EPQS would arise from the ambiguities
in the relativistic description of position measurements—see, for example, Ref. [29].
2.5. Alternative formulation of the equivalence principle
We can provide a different formulation of the equivalence principle by examining free
fall in the Wigner picture. For any density matrix ρˆ, we define the Wigner function
W (x, p) =
∫
dξ
2π
e−ipξ〈x+ 1
2
ξ|ρˆ|x− 1
2
ξ〉 (14)
as a quasi-probability density on the classical phase space Γ spanned by position x and
momentum p .
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By Eq. (8), we readily evaluate the Wigner function W
(g)
t (x, p) at time t for a
particle of mass m freely falling in a gravitational field g,
W
(g)
t (x, p) = W0(x−
p
m
t+
1
2
gt2, p+mgt), (15)
where W0 is the Wigner function at time t = 0. In this case, the time evolution of the
Wigner function is identical to the time evolution of a classical probability distribution
according to the Liouville equation.
It is evident that the mass-dependence in the Wigner function originates from its
momentum dependence. If we change variables to (x, v) where v = p/m is the velocity,
the mass-dependence disappears. To this end we define the velocity Wigner function
W¯ (x, v) =
1
m
W (x,mv), (16)
which allows us to rewrite Eq. (15) as
W¯
(g)
t (x, v) = W¯0(x− vt+
1
2
gt2, v + gt). (17)
Two particles of different masses m1 and m2, but with the same initial velocity Wigner
function behave exactly the same in free fall. Equality of the velocity Wigner function
implies that the state vectors |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 of the particles satisfy
〈p/m1|ψ1〉 = 〈p/m2|ψ2〉, (18)
i.e., their wave functions in the ‘velocity basis’ coincide. Thus, we are led to an equiva-
lent but stronger statement of the equivalence principle for quantum systems:
Equivalence principle for quantum systems, Version B: Any two particles with
the same velocity wave-function behave identically in free fall, irrespective of their
masses.
By ”behave identically” we mean that for any function f(x, v) on the velocity phase
space the expectation values 〈f〉 = ∫ dxdvf(x, v)W¯ (x, v) are the same irrespective of
the mass. In order to examine what this implies for the corresponding operators, let us
denote by Hm the Hilbert space associated to a particle of mass m in the Schro¨dinger
representation, i.e., Hm = L2(R, dx). Functions f(x) on the phase space that do not
depend on velocity are mapped to the same multiplicative operator f(xˆ) on Hm. Thus,
version B implies the same probabilities and expectation values for position measure-
ments. However, a general function f(x, v) is mapped to different operators Fˆ1 and
Fˆ2 on the Hilbert spaces Hm1 and Hm2 . The version B of the EP then implies that
〈ψ|Fˆ1|ψ〉Hm1 = 〈ψ|Fˆ2|ψ〉Hm2 .
Version B of the EP is logically distinct from Version A, even though the two
versions coincide for the particular class of systems that is considered in this paper. The
two versions would differ, for example, for free-falling particles in the presence of gravity-
induced decoherence or dynamics that involve mass-spin coupling [30]. We think that
Version B appears more intuitive than Version A, and it is probably easier to generalize
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to more complex set-ups that involve a full relativistic treatment of particles and strong
gravitational fields. Such a generalization will not be straightforward, though. The
evolution of the Wigner function will not be as simple as (15), because of the non-linear
relation between velocity and momentum in relativistic systems.
Version B of the EP is operationally distinct from Version A, so that it can be
tested in a different type of experiments. Version B involves the comparison of two
experiments carried out on particles of different mass. Thus, it is closer to the classical
statement of the EP. However, there is a caveat. Version B requires that we are able
to prepare two different types of particle in the same velocity wave function. It is not
obvious how this can be effected in the general case. It is perhaps feasible in the special
case where the two particles are composite, they have identical constitution and their
mass difference can be attributed solely to the excitation of the states associated with
the internal degrees of freedom.
There is no direct correspondence between Hilbert spaces associated to particles
of different mass. The reason is that particles of different mass correspond to unitarily
inequivalent representations of the Galileo group (or the Poincare´ group), and thus,
there is no natural identification of observables defined on the different Hilbert spaces.
Given the restriction above, the choice of the velocity basis provides the most
natural way of identifying states for particles of different mass, as long as relativity is
fully taken into account. The reason is that the defining representation for a relativistic
particle of mass m consists of square integrable functions on the positive-energy cone
V +m = {pµ, pµpµ = m2, p0 > 0}. Since V +m ∩ V +m′ = ∅ for m 6= m′, the only natural way of
comparing the quantum states of particles with different mass is using wave functions
defined with respect to the four-velocity vµ = pµ/m, since the four-velocity is a unit
four-vector for all masses.
3. A free-falling composite particle
3.1. The Hamiltonian
Next, we consider the free fall of composite particles, i.e., particles with constituent
elements, like atoms or molecules. A composite particle has internal degrees of freedom
in addition to the translational ones (position and momentum). The simplest model for
the internal degrees of freedom is the two-level atom, which is quintessential for many
atom-optical phenomena.
We begin with the description of composite particles in QFT and then come down to
the present nonrelativistic weak gravity case. In this procedure, we avoid notions that
are not essential to the quantum treatment of composite particles, like, for example
the notion of the center of mass (which is non unique in relativistic systems), or the
definition of position and momentum operators for the constituent particles.
At the fundamental level, composite particles are described by interacting QFTs.
In QFT, an observable particle of mass m is conventionally defined as being associated
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with poles of the S-matrix at energy E = mc2 in the rest frame of the system [31]. If
the pole is at a real energy, the mass is real and the particle is stable; if the pole is at a
complex energy the mass is complex and the particle is unstable.
Consider the S-matrix restricted in a subspace with fixed conserved quantities
like baryon number, lepton number, or quantities that are approximately conserved
at lower energies like number of nuclei of a given type. Such a subspace conveys the
classical concept of a composite particle—the constituents are specified by the conserved
quantities—with internal degrees of freedom. The S-matrix has a sequence of poles
labeled by the integers n = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Each pole is characterized by a different rest
mass mn, so that m0 < m1 ≤ m2 ≤ . . ., and by different values of spin sn. A single
composite particle for this QFT is described by the Hilbert space
H = ⊕nHmn,sn, (19)
where Hm,s is the Hilbert space associated with an irreducible representation of the
Poincare´ group with mass m and spin s. The Hilbert space Hm,s can be written as
H0 ⊗ C 2s+1 where H0 = L2(V +1 ) contains square integrable wave functions over four-
velocities uµ with u0 > 0. Then,
H = H0 ⊗Hint, (20)
where Hint = ⊕nC2sn+1 describes all internal (i.e., non translational) degrees of freedom
of the composite particles. The Hilbert space Hint is spanned by a basis |n〉, that defines
the Hamiltonian for the internal degrees of freedom, Hˆint =
∑
nmn|n〉〈n|.
The above applies to a composite particle that moves freely. Next, we consider
such a particle in a homogeneous gravitational field. We assume that the gravitational
field is so weak that it does not change the internal states of the particle. Then,
the Hamiltonian on each subspace Hmn is given by Eq. (A.10) in the Appendix (or
its analogue for particles with spin). In the non-relativistic limit and restricting to
one spatial dimension, Eq. (A.10) reduces to Eq. (1). Hence, we can express the
Hamiltonian for a composite particle in a weak homogeneous gravitational field as a
matrix with respect to the basis |n〉 of Hint
Hˆg =


m0 +
pˆ2
2m0
+m0gxˆ 0 0 . . .
0 m1 +
pˆ2
2m1
+m1gxˆ 0 . . .
0 0 m2 +
pˆ2
2m2
+m2gxˆ . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .

 .(21)
Given Eq. (20), a general initial state |Ψ0〉 is decomposed with respect to the basis
|n〉 of Hint as
|Ψ0〉 =
∑
n
cn|ψn,0〉 ⊗ |n〉 (22)
where the vectors |ψn,0〉 ∈ H0 correspond to the translational degrees of freedom.
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The state |Ψ0〉 evolves under the Hamiltonian (21) to
|Ψ(g)t 〉 =
∑
n
cne
imng
2t3
3 Vˆ (−mngt,−1
2
gt2)|ψ(0)n,t〉 ⊗ |n〉, (23)
where |ψ(0)n,t〉 is the evolution of the initial state |ψn,0〉 with the free-particle Hamiltonian
Hˆn = mn +
pˆ2
2mn
.
3.2. Validity of the equivalence principle for composite particles
Next, we consider measurements only of the translational degrees of freedom. All
information about such measurement is encoded in the reduced density matrix on H0
that is obtained by a partial trace of the internal degrees of freedom
〈x|ρˆ(g)red(t)|x′〉 :=
∑
n
〈x, n|Ψ(g)t 〉〈Ψ(g)t |x′, n〉
=
∑
n
|cn|2e−imngt(x−x′)ψ(0)n,t(x+
1
2
gt2)ψ
∗(0)
n,t (x
′ +
1
2
gt2). (24)
The probability density for position is obtained from the diagonal elements of the
reduced density matrix
〈x|ρˆ(g)red(t)|x〉 =
∑
n
|cn|2|ψ(0)n,t(x+
1
2
gt2)|2 = 〈x+ 1
2
gt2|ρˆ(0)red(t)|x+
1
2
gt2〉. (25)
Eq. (25) manifestly satisfies Version A of the EP.
Regarding Version B of the EP, we have to employ the velocity density matrix for
the translational degrees of freedom. This is naturally defined, because of the splitting
(20) of the Hilbert space H, since H0 is naturally defined in the velocity basis.
It is simpler to work with the velocity Wigner function of composite particles. This
is defined as follows. Let |Ψ〉 =∑n cn|ψn〉⊗|n〉 be a general state on H and let W¯n(x, v)
be the velocity Wigner function associated with the vectors |ψn〉 according to Eq. (16).
Then, the reduced velocity Wigner function for the translational degrees of freedom is
defined as
W¯red(x, v) =
∑
n
|cn|2W¯n(x, v) (26)
We readily verify that the time evolution of W¯red is given by Eq. (17). Thus,
Version B of the equivalence principle is also satisfied when expressed in terms of W¯red.
3.3. Dephasing of the translational dof by the internal dof
3.3.1. The evolution of a factorized initial state Consider now the special case of a
factorized initial state
|Ψ0〉 = |ψ0〉 ⊗
∑
n
cn|n〉, (27)
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i.e., a state where all vectors |ψn,0〉 in Eq. (22) coincide with |ψ0〉.
Time evolution entangles the translational and internal degrees of freedom
|Ψ(g)t 〉 =
∑
n
ei
mng
2t3
3 Vˆ (−mngt,−1
2
gt2)|ψ(0)n,t〉 ⊗ |n〉. (28)
In this case, the dependence of |ψ(0)n,t〉 on n in Eq. (28) is not due to the initial condition,
but due to the fact that the time-evolution of any state is mass-dependent, and the
mass depends on n. A measure of the dependence of |ψ(0)n,t〉 on n is the difference δn in
the position dispersion ∆x2(t) between |ψ(0)n,t〉 and |ψ(0)0,t 〉. By Eq. (13),
δ2n =
t2
4(∆x)20
(m−20 −m−2n ). (29)
We assume that the excitation energies
ωn = mn −m0, (30)
are much smaller than the energy m0 of the ground state. Then, Eq. (29) becomes
δ2n =
t2ωn
2m30(∆x)
2
0
. (31)
Observe that the states |ψ(0)n,t〉 are almost identical if δn << (∆x)0, i.e., for times
t <<
√
m0/ωnm0(∆x)
2
0. (32)
In this regime, all ψ
(0)
n,t(x) in Eq. (28) coincide with
ψ
(0)
t (x) =
∫
dx′G(0)t (x, x
′)ψ0(x
′), (33)
where the propagator G(0) is defined with respect to the mass m0.
The state (28) still remains entangled. Therefore, the reduced density matrix for
the translational degrees of freedom is a mixed state,
〈x|ρˆ(g)red(t)|x′〉 := Γt(x− x′)e−im0gt(x−x
′)ψ
(0)
t (x+
1
2
gt2)ψ
∗(0)
t (x
′ +
1
2
gt2), (34)
where
Γt(∆x) =
∑
n
|cn|2e−iωntg∆x. (35)
3.3.2. Dephasing due to internal degrees of freedom Assume that the internal degrees
of freedom are in a thermal state at temperature β−1, whence |cn|2 ∼ e−βωn . Then,
Γt(∆x) =
Z(β + igt∆x)
Z(β)
, (36)
where Z(β) =
∑
n e
−βωn is the partition function for the internal degrees of freedom.
For gβ−1t∆x << 1, we expand the partition function logZ(β + δ) = logZ(β) −
〈E〉δ+ 1
2
β−2Cυδ2, in terms of the mean energy 〈E〉 and the heat capacity Cυ, to obtain
|Γt(∆x)| ≃ e− 12Cυ(gβ−1(∆x)t)2 . (37)
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Hence, time evolution typically suppresses the off-diagonal elements of the density
matrix (34), i.e., superpositions of states with position localizations that differ by ∆x.
The relevant time scale τd is
τd =
β
g∆x
√
Cυ
. (38)
There is no suppression at low temperatures, since Z(β)→ 1 as β →∞.
3.3.3. Remarks Eq (34) describes a dephasing of the translational dof by the internal
dof of the composite particle. It has the same form as the result obtained by Pikovsky
et al [17]. However, we give a different physical interpretation, as a dephasing rather
than a decoherence process—we clarify the difference below. This dephasing process is
universal, in the sense that it applies to all particles and the relevant time-scale τd does
not depend directly on the particle mass [18] (only indirectly through the heat capacity
of the internal degrees of freedom). For further discussion of this issue and critique, see
Refs. [32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. Our derivation is similar to the analysis of [37], in that we did
not employ the concept of gravitational time dilation.
We note that Eq. (34) applies only to factorized initial states, and not to general
states that are described by Eq. (24). This means that the dephasing is strictly derived
only for such states. Since the Hamiltonian involves coupling between translational
and internal degrees of freedom, the generic state for a composite particle involves some
entanglement. Nonetheless, continuity suggests that some degree of dephasing is present
for a larger class of initial states, but its extent remains to be quantified. We also note
that Eq. (34) applies only as long as Eq. (32) is satisfied. For sufficiently large times, Eq.
(32) is violated and Eq. (28) applies. These means that some degree of phase coherence
might be restored at later times due to the fact that wave-function components with
different masses manifest different dispersion.
Regarding the physical essence of this process, we believe that it is closer to the
dephasing in spin-echo experiments than to environment-induced decoherence. In spin-
echo experiments, the phase coherence of a system with many degrees of freedom is lost
because of the inhomogeneity of an external magnetic field that acts upon the particle
spins. However, this process involves no information loss: information is stored in the
correlations between spin and particle position [39]. A suitable manipulation of the
external field can restore the phase coherence. In the limit where dissipation can be
ignored, information (and phase coherence) is fully restored.
To see the analogy with the present case, assume that an initial state of the form
(27) evolves to time T within a homogeneous gravitational field g. Let T be sufficiently
small so that Eq. (32) is satisfied. Then, the state vector at time T in the position basis
is ∑
n
cne
−imngTx− imng
2T3
6 ψ
(0)
T (x+
1
2
gT 2)⊗ |n〉.
Suppose that at time t = T , the gravitational field is inverted and the system evolves
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to time t = 2T . The state vector at t = 2T is
ψ
(0)
2T (x)⊗
∑
n
cne
−2imnT−imng
2T3
3 |n〉,
where ψ
(0)
2T (x) stands for the initial state evolved to time 2T in absence of a gravitational
field. Thus, all phase information will have been restored to the translational degrees
of freedom. If the initial state is a cat state, it will appear to be ‘decohered’ at t = T ,
but then the full cat will reappear at t = 2T , i.e., we will observe ‘recoherence’.
One may object that it is impossible to actually invert the gravitational field, either
by natural processes or in the laboratory. In reply we note that recoherence only requires
that the effective ‘force’ on the particle is inverted. This can be achieved, for example,
by assuming that the particle has charge q, and that at time T a homogenous electric
field E is switched on. If qE = 2mg, the change to the potential is equivalent to an
inversion of g.
The key point is that—as in the spin-echo case—the loss of phase coherence is
not accompanied by loss of information. The information persists in the correlations
between the translational and the internal degrees of freedom, and it can be recovered
using only local operations upon the particle. This behavior contrasts most models of
environment-induced decoherence, where the lost information is maximally distributed
over the environmental degrees of freedom [16, 40, 41] and it cannot be fully restored
with local operations.
4. A free-falling atom: Qubit phase shift
4.1. Derivation
In the previous section, we focused on measurements on the translational degrees of
freedom. Here, we focus on the internal degrees of freedom. For simplicity, we consider
a composite particle with only two internal states, representing, for example, an atomic
qubit.
Consider a factorized initial state (27), and assume that Eq. (32) applies. We can
evaluate the reduced density matrix for the internal degrees of freedom
ρˆqub(t) =
(
|c0|2 c0c∗1eiωt−iωg2t3/3ζt
c∗0c1e
−iωt+iωg2t3/3ζ∗t |c1|2
,
)
, (39)
where
ζt =
∫
dx|ψ(0)t (x)|2e−iωgtx, (40)
is a function of time which encapsulates the degree of ‘quantumness’ of the initial
quantum state.
As a first example, we consider a initial state that is essentially classical: it is
localized around x = 0, with position spread σx and with vanishing mean momentum.
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Assume that the qubit is recorded at distance L from each source. Hence, the detection
time is strongly peaked around td =
√
2L/g. If
b := ωg
√
2L/gσx << 1, (41)
then ζtd ≃ 1, and it can be ignored in Eq. (39).
Hence, the qubit density matrix has developed a phase due to the free fall,
φg =
1
3
ωg2t3d =
2
√
2
3
ωg1/2L3/2, (42)
in addition to the phase ωt due to free evolution.
This phase φg is measurable, at least in principle. For ω in the microwave range,
and L of the order of 100m, φg varies between 10
−4 and 10−2 radians. If φg is of order
unity or smaller, the condition (41) is always satisfied since b/φg ∼ σx/L << 1. Thus,
we predict a rotation of a qubit’s Bloch vector by a phase φg due to free fall. The
relative size of the phase shift
u =
φg
ωt
=
1
3
g2t2d =
2
3
gL (43)
is frequency independent.
For L = 100m, u = 7 · 10−15, which is well above the relative accuracy ∼ 10−16
of atomic fountain clocks [42]. However, the atomic fountain set-up cannot be itself
employed for measurement of this effect. In atomic fountains, L ∼ 1m. This leads to
u = 7 · 10−17, which is significantly below present accuracy.
We emphasize that the phase shift φg applies to all particles (irrespective of the
nature of the forces between the constituents) and it does not depend on the mass m0
of the composite system. Hence, the ratio φg/ω will be the same for all atoms falling
from the same height L.
4.2. Classical relativistic analogue of the phase shift
Expressing the phase shift φg in SI units,
φg =
2
√
2
3
ωg1/2L3/2
c2
, (44)
we note that it does not depend explicitly on ~. Thus, its origin is essentially classical.
Indeed, it has a classical interpretation, namely, half of φg originates from gravitational
red-shift and half from special-relativistic time dilation [43].
To see this, consider the radial free-fall of a particle in Schwarzschild spacetime
which models the gravitational field of the Earth. The proper time τ of the particle is
related to the coordinate time t and the radial coordinate r by
dτ 2 = (1− 2GM
r
)dt2 − dr
2
1− 2GM
r
. (45)
We rewrite Eq. (45) as
dτ = dt
√
1− 2GM
r
− v
2
1− 2GM
r
, (46)
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where v = dr/dt. For a weak gravitational field (GM/r << 1) and non-relativistic
velocity (v << 1), we expand the square root in Eq. (46) to obtain
dτ ≃ dt(1− GM
r
− 1
2
v2). (47)
Suppose we drop a body from r = R. For r = R− x with x << R,
dτ ≃ dt(1− GM
R
− gx− 1
2
v2), (48)
where g = GM/R2 is the gravitational acceleration, approximately constant as long as
x << R.
Let the trajectory of the falling particle be given by the function x(t). Then,
τ = (1− GM
R
)t− g
∫ t
0
dsx(s)− 1
2
∫ t
0
dsx˙2(s) (49)
The term g
∫ t
0
dsx(s) corresponds to gravitational time-dilation and the term
1
2
∫ t
0
dsx˙2(s) to special-relativistic time dilation. For a general path x(s) those two
terms are different. However, for a free-falling particle, x(t) = 1
2
gt2, both terms turn
out to be equal to 1
6
g2t3, so that
τ = (1− GM
R
)t− 1
3
g2t3. (50)
Thus, the phase shift for a qubit of frequency ω in the rest frame is
ωτ = ω(1− GM
R
)t− φg = ωτ0 − φg, (51)
where the phase shift φg =
1
3
ωg2t3 coincides with that of Eq. (42) and τ0 is the proper
time for a static observer at r = R.
4.3. Phase shift for non-classical states
The equivalence between the phase shift of Eq. (39) and the classical phase shift
(51) holds only for quantum states that behave classically. Such states have Wigner
functions that are well localized in phase space, so that their time evolution has a
simple correspondence to classical paths. However, Eq. (39) is more general as it also
applies to non-classical states.
As an example, we consider an initial state ψ0(x) =
1√
2
[ψ10(x) + ψ20(x)], where
ψi0(x) are classical states, localized in phase space around positions xi and velocities vi,
for i = 1, 2. It is convenient to choose a reference frame so that x1 = −x2 = 12ℓ. We
assume that the positions spread σx of each component is sufficiently small that the two
states ψi0(x) do not overlap. Then, the i-th component of the wave function corresponds
to a path xi(t) = xi+ vit under free evolution. For t << gσxωt, the parameter ζt of Eq.
(40) is
ζt = e
− i
2
gω(v1+v2)t2 cos
[
1
2
gωt[ℓ+ (v1 − v2)t]
]
. (52)
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We consider two special cases. The first case corresponds to v1 = v2 = 0, i.e., we have
no momentum superpositions. Then the phase shift φg remains the same, but the norm
of the off-diagonal elements oscillates
|ρ01(t)| = |ρ01(0)|
∣∣∣∣cos
(
1
2
gωℓt
)∣∣∣∣ . (53)
The second case corresponds to a measurement at time td = ℓ/(v2 − v1), so that both
components of the wave function arrive simultaneously at a detector located at x = −L,
where L = 1
2
gt2d − 12 v2+v1v2−v1 ℓ. Then, the cosine in Eq. (52) becomes unity, and the off-
diagonal terms exhibit a phase shift
φg =
1
3
ωg2t3d + 2ωL
v1 + v2
2
+
1
2
gωℓ
(v1 + v2)
2
v2 − v1 . (54)
The first term is the previously derived phase shift. The second term is a classical,
non-gravitational contribution that originates from the non-zero mean velocity of the
initial state. The third term is genuinely quantum as it incorporates the contribution
from the non-classical character of the initial state. Again, φg does not depend on the
mass of the falling particle.
5. Conclusions
The key findings of this paper are the following.
First, we come up with two statements of the EP for quantum systems:
Version A: The probability distribution of position for a free-falling particle is the same
as the probability distribution of a free particle, modulo a mass-independent shift of its
mean.
Version B: Any two particles with the same velocity wave-function behave identically
in free fall, irrespective of their masses.
Both statements involve the comparison between the outcomes of different
experiments. They are fully equivalent at the level of elementary calculations.
However, they are logically and operationally distinct. They can be tested in different
experimental set-ups and they suggest different generalizations.
Second, we studied the effect of free fall on the particle’s internal degrees of freedom.
Assuming only mass-energy equivalence, free fall induces a coupling between internal
and translational degrees of freedom. The implications of such a coupling depend on
the initial state of the system and on the observable that is being measured.
For a particular class of initial states, we verify that the internal degrees of freedom
can lead to suppression of off-diagonal terms of the density matrix in the position basis.
We argue that this phenomenon is in the nature of dephasing and not environment-
induced decoherence, because it does not involve irreversible loss of information.
Third, we found a gravitational phase shift in the reduced density matrix of the
internal degrees of freedom. While this phase shift is a fully quantum effect, it has a
natural classical interpretation in terms of gravitational red-shift and special relativistic
time-dilation. However, it is also defined for states with no classical analogue.
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Appendix A. The single-particle Hamiltonian
We show in this Appendix how Eq. (1) is derived from quantum field theory, which
serves two additional purposes: First, we show that QFT does not generate anything new
or different in the nonrelativistic weak field limit, from the known quantum mechanical
description. No new quantum equivalence principle is hidden in a more sophisticated
field theory description. Second, the weak equivalence principle formulated in classical
physics is assumed to be valid and used in the Lagrangian of the scalar field, as shown
below.
Consider a static spacetime
ds2 = −N2(x)dt2 + hij(x)dxidxj, (A.1)
where N is the lapse function and hij is the three-metric on a spacelike surface Σ.
We study a minimally coupled scalar field with Lagrangian density
L = √−g(−1
2
gµν∇µφ∇νφ− 1
2
m2φ2) (A.2)
on the metric (A.1). Since the spacetime is static, there is a unique quantization with
respect to the Killing field ∂
∂t
.
To quantize, we first construct the classical Hamiltonian
H =
1
2
∫
d3xN
√
h
(
p2 + hij∂iφ∂jφ+m
2φ2
)
, (A.3)
where p is the conjugate momentum of φ that satisfies
{φ(x), p(x′)} = δ3(x, x′). (A.4)
We define the inner product
(ψ, φ) =
∫
d3x
√
hψ∗(x)φ(x). (A.5)
on the square-integrable functions of Σ. The Hamiltonian (A.3) becomes
H =
1
2
(p,Np) +
1
2
(φ,Kφ), (A.6)
where
Kφ = −∇2φ− ∂iNhij∂jφ+Nm2φ. (A.7)
To quantize, we express φ and p as operators on a Fock space, defined in terms of
the creation and annihilation operators
aˆ(x) =
1√
2
H
−1/2
1
(
K1/2φˆ− iN1/2pˆ
)
(A.8)
aˆ†(x) =
1√
2
H
−1/2
1
(
K1/2φˆ+ iN1/2pˆ
)
, (A.9)
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where
H1 =
1
2
(
√
K
√
N +
√
N
√
K). (A.10)
Then the quantized field Hamiltonian becomes
Hˆ =
∫
d3x
√
haˆ†(x)H1aˆ(x). (A.11)
Thus, H1 is the Hamiltonian for a single particle.
We consider the Newtonian gravity limit, in which hij = δij and N = 1+U , where
U << 1 is the Newtonian potential. Then, pˆi = −i∂i, and the operator Kˆ becomes
Kˆ = (1 + U)(m2 + pˆ2)− i∇U · pˆ. (A.12)
In the non-relativistic limit,
√
K = (1 + U)[m+
pˆ2
2m
]− i
2m
∇U · pˆ (A.13)
By Eq. (A.10), Hˆ1 =
√
K + 1
2
mU , so that
Hˆ1 = m+
pˆ2
2m
+mUˆ − 1
2m
pˆUˆpˆ (A.14)
This is the expected expression for the non-relativistic Hamiltonian of a particle in a
Newtonian gravitational field, together with the leading correction term.
The Hamiltonian (A.14) is characterized by an equality between inertial and
gravitational mass. In order to obtain a QFT where inertial and gravitational mass
differ, we have to start with a field-gravity coupling that is incompatible with General
Relativity. Consider for example the Lagrangian,
L = −1
2
ηµν∂µφ∂νφ− 1
2
m2φ2 + λU(x)φ2, (A.15)
where ηµν is the Minkowski metric, λ is the gravitational coupling constant (proportional
to the gravitational constant G) and U(x) a scalar field that describes the field coupling
to gravity. Eq. (A.15) is Poincare´ covariant, but not generally covariant. The
corresponding QFT can be constructed using standard canonical quantization. The
one-particle Hamiltonian in the non-relativistic limit
Hˆ1 = m+
pˆ2
2m
+
λ
m
U(xˆ). (A.16)
Assuming that U coincides with the gravitational potential, the inertial and the
gravitational mass are in general unequal. More importantly, their ratio differs for
different particles unless one postulates that λ is universal, i.e., the same for all types
of particle.
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